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Abstract Fault-tolerant communication in a dis-

tributed system requires reliable connection man-

agement and message delivery. Reliable connection

management includes the guarantee of hazard-free

release, in which no data is lost before the connec-

tion is terminated. Our work focuses on protocols

in which the end nodes retain no connection-speci�c

information between incarnations, operating over

networks that deliver packets in order and which

may or may not lose packets in transit. In this pa-

per we present a formal model that encompasses the

notion of hazard-free connection release. We show

that providing a guarantee of hazard-free connection

release incurs a penalty over non-hazard-free con-

nection release in terms of message passing over-

head if the network does not lose packets. If packet

loss may occur, we show that there is no penalty for

providing hazard-free connection release, since the

connection management protocol must compensate

for poorer network behavior.
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1 Introduction

In a distributed computer system, processors

communicate over networks which are prone

to varying degrees of unreliability, including

the possibility that a series of packets will un-

dergo some combination of loss, reordering,

and duplication in transit. The goal of a trans-

port protocol is to manage connections be-

tween hosts, providing reliable communication

in spite of a possibly unreliable network layer.

The task of managing a connection between

two hosts can be divided into: 1) the manage-

ment of serial incarnations over time, a func-

tion known as incarnation management, and

2) the control ofmessage transfer within an in-

carnation. Transport protocols are of practical

interest because they form the basis for many

widely used services such as electronic mail, re-

mote login, �le transfer, and remote procedure

calls.

Communication protocol speci�cations must

be sensitive to the nature of the network they

will operate on and therefore are generally

based on some notion of the expected worst-

case network behavior and the severity of faults

allowed to occur at each processor. Proto-

cols also vary depending on whether the under-

lying system is synchronous or asynchronous.

Synchronous systems can readily incorporate

the use of timers for connection establishment

and release while asynchronous systems rely on

handshaking alone or in combination with con-

nection records and unique connection identi-

�ers to ensure correct message transfer.

In this paper we focus on a particular as-

pect of connection management { requirements

for hazard-free connection release. Hazard-free

(a.k.a. safe, graceful, orderly) connection re-

lease has been de�ned informally as a release

in which both sides involved in the communi-

cation are sure that the data delivery portion

of the communication was successful prior to

connection release.

This investigation of hazard-free connection

release was motivated by the work of several

authors [3, 4, 6, 8]. Tanenbaum [6] shows

that no handshaking protocol exists to solve

the hazard-free connection release problem be-



cause one side will always be in doubt as to

whether its acknowledgment was received, and

therefore can never disconnect safely. If nei-

ther side is prepared to disconnect until it is

convinced that the other side is prepared to dis-

connect too, the release will never take place.

However, this proof relies on very poor network

behavior, essentially partitioning, in which no

packets are successfully delivered after some

point. We show in this paper that hazard-

free connection release is possible in a (slightly)

better behaved network model that guarantees

a weak liveness property on packet delivery.

From the results of [1], we know that in-

carnation management is impossible on non-

FIFO, losing networks which return to the

same state between incarnations. The results

of [2] tell us that incarnation management is

impossible over any non-FIFO, losing network

in which the nodes have bounded memory.

Therefore, in this paper we consider FIFO net-

works, both losing and non-losing, and prove

the precise degree of opening and closing hand-

shake for speci�c executions on such networks

when the hosts have bounded memory and the

overall distributed system is asynchronous.

For our results, we assume that no connec-

tion records are saved between incarnations,

using the de�nition of amnesic protocols from

[1]. We assume a connectionless network layer

that supports only primitives to send and re-

ceive, which does no error checking or ow

control, and that produces no duplicate or

corrupted packets. However, packets may be

lost due to the crash of an intermediate node,

packet fragmentation, or congestion on the net-

work. While the FIFO assumption on network

delivery may limit the practical application of

our results, the lower bounds we prove using

this model are theoretically stronger than they

would be for weaker network models, providing

a �rst step in the development of a precise char-

acterization of hazard-free connection release.

The formal proofs, de�nitions, and protocols

discussed in this paper have been omitted for

the sake of brevity and can be found in [7].

An important question we address is how the

guarantee of hazard-free connection release in-

uences the cost of a connection, where cost is

measured in terms of the number of messages

needed to correctly release a connection. This

paper represents the beginning of a formal in-

vestigation into hazard-free connection release

and the rami�cations of such guarantees, pro-

viding the groundwork for further study.

Section 2 provides formal de�nitions of the

system architecture, incarnation management,

and degree of handshake for connection release.

Sections 3 and 4 present the handshake require-

ments for FIFO, non-losing and FIFO, losing

networks, respectively. Section 5 provides a

discussion of our results and some avenues for

future work.

2 De�nitions

One of the contributions of this paper is the

presentation of a formal model that encom-

passes the informal notion of hazard-free con-

nection release. This section describes the sys-

tem modeled and de�nitions used throughout

the paper. The asynchronous system is mod-

eled by I/O automata, introduced in [5]. The

remainder of the formalism used to describe

the system builds on the model presented in [1].

In this section we de�ne hazard-free and

non-hazard-free incarnation management pro-

tocols. Informally, in a hazard-free incarnation

management protocol, data may be lost when

the connection is terminated and in a non-

hazard-free incarnation management protocol,

no data is lost when the connection is termi-

nated. We also de�ne k-way handshake connec-

tion release, which can be informally described

as the number of serial packet exchanges be-

tween end nodes needed to close the incarna-

tion, measured in a \best case" scenario. These

de�nitions provide the framework for compar-

ing the cost of connection release on network

models with various guarantees on quality of

service.



3 Handshake Requirements{

Non-Losing Networks

This section addresses the degree of handshake

required to release a connection on FIFO, non-

losing networks in which the protocols are am-

nesic. Speci�cally, we show:

1) A one-way handshake release is necessary

and su�cient for any non-hazard-free in-

carnation management protocol.

A straightforward proof shows the necessity of

a one-way handshake release, demonstrating

that at least one packet must be exchanged

upon disconnect or a half-open connection will

result. The su�ciency of a one-way handshake

release is demonstrated by the presentation

and proof of correctness of protocol 1, a non-

hazard-free incarnation management protocol.

Informally, protocol 1 uses an exchange of two

packets to set up the connection, maintaining

the connection until one side of the protocol

issues a disconnect indication. Since packets

are delivered in FIFO order and the network is

non-losing, a single packet exchange is shown

to be su�cient to correctly release an incarna-

tion.

2) A two-way handshake release is necessary

and su�cient for any hazard-free incarna-

tion management protocol.

The necessity of a two-way handshake release is

formally proved by showing that packets trans-

mitted at the sender may not be delivered to

the receiver prior to disconnect if a one-way

handshake release is utilized. Informally, the

proof shows that a one-way handshake release

can result in an incarnation in which packets

are transmitted at the sender but never deliv-

ered at the receiver. The proof assumes that

a one-way handshake release is su�cient for

hazard-free connection release. Let the receiv-

ing side of the protocol be called R and the

sending side S. An execution is constructed in

which the host at R requests disconnect during

an open incarnation. Since a one-way hand-

shake is su�cient to close the incarnation, R

needs to receive no packets from S after send-

ing a disconnect indication to S and prior to

disconnecting. However, this can result in an

incorrect execution if the host at S transmits

data prior to receiving the disconnect indica-

tion from R. Since a one-way handshake is

su�cient, R is never alerted that data remains

to be sent at S. R may disconnect before re-

ceiving this data{a violation of the correctness

conditions for a hazard-free incarnation man-

agement protocol. Therefore, a two-way hand-

shake release is necessary for hazard-free incar-

nation management.

Protocol 2, a modi�cation of protocol 1, is

presented to show that a two-way handshake

release is su�cient for a hazard-free incarna-

tion management protocol. In protocol 2, S is

allowed to complete sending pending data prior

to disconnect, regardless of which side initiates

the disconnect. Protocol 2 therefore meets the

correctness requirements for a hazard-free in-

carnation management protocol.

The main result of this section is the demon-

stration of a one packet penalty for connection

release on FIFO, non-losing networks if hazard-

free incarnation management is required. On

such a well-behaved network, the incarnation

management protocol need not be extremely

complex to implement correct connection man-

agement. However, added complexity is re-

quired to ensure that the connection is hazard-

free.

4 Handshake Requirements{

Losing Networks

This section examines the handshake require-

ments for connection release on networks that

deliver packets in order, but on which packets

may be lost in transit. The results from this

section are as follows:

1) A two-way handshake release is necessary

and su�cient for any non-hazard-free in-

carnation management protocol.

The necessity of a two-way handshake release

for a non-hazard-free incarnation management



protocol on FIFO, losing networks is proved

by contradiction. Informally, the proof goes as

follows: Suppose a one-way handshake release

is su�cient for a non-hazard-free incarnation

management protocol. Then consider an exe-

cution where R requests disconnect, but is not

required to receive a packet from S prior to dis-

connecting. Suppose the disconnect indication

packet sent fromR to S is lost in transit. Since

R is not required to receive a packet prior to

disconnect, disconnect may occur at R while S

has received no noti�cation of the disconnect.

It is shown that, in this situation, R must ei-

ther send packets after it has disconnected to

ensure that S eventually disconnects{a viola-

tion of the de�nition of amnesic protocols, or

an in�nite, half-open connection may result in

which S considers a connection to be open after

R has disconnected.

The su�ciency of a two-way handshake re-

lease is shown by presenting a non-hazard-free

protocol, protocol 3, and proving it to be cor-

rect. Informally, this protocol works as follows:

S and R are synchronized by using the header

�rst for packets that indicate the opening of an

incarnation. Then the alternating bits 0 and 1

are used to transfer data and synchronize the

closing of the incarnation. The sending host

requests a connection and S sends a packet

with header �rst indicating this intention to

R. If R's host is willing to connect, R returns

an acknowledgment to S and the connection is

open, after which time data transmission can

occur. Since the network is losing, all packets

are retransmitted by S until they are acknowl-

edged by R. When one of the hosts requests

disconnect, a disconnect indication packet is

sent repeatedly until it is acknowledged by the

other side of the protocol, at which time the

connection is complete. The protocol is non-

hazard-free because it does not ensure that all

pending data is sent after one side requests dis-

connect and prior to the connection entering a

closed state.

2) A two-way handshake release is necessary

and su�cient for any hazard-free incarna-

tion management protocol.

The proof of necessity follows from the proof

given in section 3 for hazard-free incarnation

management on FIFO, non-losing networks.

The proof of su�ciency is demonstrated by

protocol 4, a modi�cation of protocol 3. Pro-

tocol 4 ensures that all transmissions from the

sending host have been delivered to the receiv-

ing host prior to disconnect, thereby meeting

the correctness requirements for a hazard-free

incarnation management protocol.

The main result of this section is the demon-

stration that the one packet penalty for hazard-

free incarnation management on FIFO, non-

losing networks does not hold for the FIFO,

losing case. The poorer quality of service

o�ered by the network in the FIFO, losing

case requires the protocol to exhibit the one

packet penalty observed in hazard-free incar-

nation management protocols in section 3 even

for non-hazard-free incarnation management.

It is somewhat surprising that providing the

guarantee of hazard-free incarnation manage-

ment on FIFO, losing networks requires no

additional penalty over FIFO, non-losing net-

works in terms of message passing.

5 Conclusions

This paper examines the requirements for the

degree of opening and closing handshakes in in-

carnation management protocols which must

rely solely on handshake acknowledgment for

synchronizing connections, i.e. protocols in

which no connection records are retained be-

tween incarnations and in which no timing

mechanisms are used to measure packet life-

time in the network. FIFO networks are ex-

amined with the intention of developing strong

lower bounds which are applicable to less well-

behaved networks. The results shown are

straightforward and rigorously describe the in-

carnation management process using a system

model which is general enough to apply to

many existing networks. Thus, this paper pro-

vides the groundwork for further research into

the requirements for hazard-free connection re-

lease under a variety of di�erent network situ-



ations.

We prove that a penalty of an extra packet

exchange exists for protocols which ensure

hazard-free connection release on FIFO, non-

losing networks. A two-way handshake re-

lease is shown to be necessary to ensure

protocol correctness for both non-hazard-free

and hazard-free incarnation management pro-

tocols on FIFO, losing networks. Therefore,

for FIFO, losing networks, there is no added

packet exchange penalty for hazard-free con-

nection release over non-hazard-free connec-

tion release. This is because non-hazard-free

incarnation management protocols operating

on FIFO, losing networks must pay the extra

packet penalty incurred by hazard-free incar-

nation management protocols on FIFO, non-

losing networks to ensure correct protocol ex-

ecution. The possibility of packet loss on a

FIFO, losing network requires at least a two-

way release to ensure that all packets are deliv-

ered in the incarnation in which they are sent

and that the incarnations are properly synchro-

nized at both ends of the connection.

The hazard-free incarnation management

protocols presented in this paper demonstrate

that providing a guarantee of hazard-free con-

nection management is possible on FIFO net-

works which do not experience crashes of end

nodes or partitioning and which do not dupli-

cate packets in transit. Furthermore, provid-

ing this guarantee is no more costly on FIFO

networks which experience packet loss than

on FIFO networks which do not lose packets

in transit. Therefore, the problem in provid-

ing hazard-free connection release, which was

originally raised by Tanenbaum [6], must arise

when the network quality of service becomes

worse than that o�ered by the networks exam-

ined in this paper, e.g. when the network is

non-FIFO and losing.

Future work in this area will involve an in-

vestigation of the exact role connection records

and timers play in incarnation management

over non-FIFO networks with varying degrees

of faulty behavior and how the guarantee of

hazard-free connection release inuences the

overall complexity of the communication pro-

tocol on these networks. The penalty for guar-

anteeing hazard-free release on non-FIFO, los-

ing networks will be examined to ascertain the

cost incurred by such a guarantee. Since a

transport protocol which relies on handshaking

alone cannot ensure correct incarnation man-

agement on networks which are non-FIFO and

losing [1], message passing will not be the sole

complexity measure examined on these more

poorly behaved networks.
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